Man claimed, cement, wood, and glass covered ground
Forest green moss inching across foundations, Nature reclaimed
Man claimed, roots dug and cut leaving emptiness
Roots taking hold spreading their thorns towards the heavens,
Nature reclaimed
Man claimed, stenciled bright white ivy borders blocking the path
Snow, rain, ice trapping the ivy forcing it to whither, Nature reclaimed
Man claimed, evergreen hiding the grain
Sunlight cracking evergreen allowing the grain to breathe,
Nature reclaimed
Man claimed, silvery webs wiped from their home
Intricate homes spun by design, Nature reclaimed
Man claimed, ivory hives swiped from existence
Buzzing catacombs taking hold on eaves, Nature reclaimed
Man claimed, gold and green moss scraped to their death
Green and gold softness spring forth between shingles, Nature reclaimed
Man claimed, peaks dominating the land
Evergreens towering over dominance, Nature reclaimed